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Abstract Russian Federation and European Union are fighting against
fake news together with other countries in various topics. The disinform-
ation affected British referendum of existing EU, the US election and
Catalonia’s referendum are broadly studied. A need for automated fact-
checking increases, European Commission’s Action Plan 8 is an evidence.
In this work, we develop a model for detecting disinformation in Russian
language in online media. We use reliable and unreliable sources to com-
pare named entities and verbs extracted using DeepPavlov library. Our
method shows four time greater recall compared to chosen baseline.
Keywords: Fake news · Information extraction · Fact checking · Deep-
Pavlov · Named Entities
1 Introduction
Throughout the history of humanity, disinformation have been always with us.
Since the Internet became our new tool of disseminating information, the spread
of deception increased as well. It became a weapon for both economic and ideo-
logical reasons.
Deceptive stories flourished for two reasons: firstly, because the producers
and curators of fake news content are able to monetise their content through
advertising platforms from Facebook and Google; secondly, because social media
platforms have effectively eliminated entry barriers to media production and
distribution [1].
Although, certain deceit concept prevails in human social relations, it is al-
ways questionable whether lies can improve everybody’s life. In some cases, false
information may prevent conflict, but it will always be a method of manipulat-
ing decision making mechanisms. Knowing the fact of such manipulation goes
against human nature and control system foundations.
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Nowadays false information shapes our reality: businesses collapse due to
fake bad reviews, stock markets dramatically drop due to fake news or rumours
related to companies [10], [6]. Due to lack of open information veriﬁcation, people
may buy defective products that can harm their lives. Moreover, people are being
politically polarised [15], [16] and in this situation, disinformation can be spread
by readers without reasonable judgement. It is even said that we are living in a
post-truth era.
Most of works on automated deception detection have been made for English
language [17]. As for Russian language, several papers have been written [14]
[12]. In 2019, the Russian Federation adopted a bill that prohibits posting fake
news in the media and the internet [4], nevertheless, it had not presented a
methodology for detecting disinformation. We believe that some methodology
of revealing fake news should be published so the bill would not function as a
censorship. A comprehensive study on the concepts behind a lie can be found in
[13].
Hence, our goal is to build a model to detect fake news in the Russian lan-
guage. Our aim is to be able to detect prominent disinformation spread by
speciﬁc websites.
By prominent disinformation we mean that it is relatively easy to detect for
fact-checkers [8]. These type of disinformation usually appear in small websites,
but can disseminate throughout Social Media. Usually, the bigger media organ-
isations are not likely to write such news in order to preserve their reputation.
However, by saying this, we do not presume that such media outlets would never
publish disinformation. That being said, they would most deﬁnitely have more
stringent fact checking processes in place, otherwise their reputation as a reliable
source can be denigrated. Consequently, they would receive less ﬁnancial support
or advertisement moving forward. Although, we have to diﬀerentiate fake news
from bias in media [2].
In our opinion, online media environment is very dynamic, therefore, using
supervised machine learning models is not suﬃcient for our task. Also, using the
knowledge that fact-checkers accumulated during their work is better for other
tasks, like FullFact https://fullfact.org/ and Politifact https://www.politifact.com/
do. Prominent disinformation is written on actual topics and need to be de-
bunked as soon as possible in order to prevent its spreading. Speciﬁcally, at-
tempts for building argumentation systems can be also used for such systems in
order to understand the fact-based systems reasoning [7,3].
2 Methodology
In this work, we want to predict whether news are real or false by comparing
them to datasets of reliable and unreliable sources.
The reliability of source is based on two aspects. First, it is based on source’s
traﬃc. We suppose, that news outlets care about their reputation and they
do not spread prominent disinformation. In other words, news organisations do
not want to loose credibility in front of their audience. Therefore, we call them
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reliable sources in frames of this work. However, we do not claim that they will
not write false news ever. We think, that in order to debunk disinformation
spread by reliable sources, professional fact-checking is still required. It is a
higher level of problem solving. Second, the reliability based on how many fakes
were written by the news source. The more prominent fake news are posted, the
more probability that the source would be called unreliable.
For selected reliable and unreliable sources, we focus on speciﬁc news outlets
and wrote parser using BeautifulSoup library to retrieve data. The next step is
to unify the structure of the data that had been retrieved from diﬀerent sources.
Then, we lemmatise news texts by Pymorphy2.
To preprocess the articles, we deleted the synopsis of the event. Usually this
type of text is written at the end of a news article. For example, it can start
with words like “Напомним” (We remind) , “Ранее сообщалось” (As reported
earlier), etc.
We also manually created additional stop-words list for the news articles.
This list contains, in particular, verbs, that often are used in news texts, such
as “say”, “report”, “comment”, “reply” etc.
In the following steps we used DeepPavlov library 5. We need to extract all
named entities, verbs and numbers. To extract named entities, we used Deep-
Pavlov’s component Named Entity Recognition. Then, we used Morphological
Tagger to tag morphological entities like verbs and numbers. In the end, we had
a list with lists that contains sets with retrieved words.
The idea of this methodology is that news of a similar nature should have the
same named entities and at least 5% similar verbs and numbers (the threshold
was chosen experimentally, but obviously, it should usually be non-zero).
3 Dataset
As we stated above, we use news from both reliable and unreliable sources. In
order to hold neutrality and as to not create censorship, we took two media
outlets regarded as media with diﬀerent audiences. This is pivotal to our work,
because the methodology can create censorship.
We collected news articles from news organisations like “Meduza” and “Russia
Today” from 1st January to 16th April. “Meduza” is a non-governmental, private
media outlet that is fully ﬁnanced by advertisement. On the other hand, Russia
Today is sponsored by the government. In the European Union’s Action Plan [5]
against Disinformation, Russia Today is claimed to be a pro-Russian propaganda
media source. But as our plan is to detect prominent fake news and not to create
censorship, we consider Russia Today to be a reliable source. In total we have
3991 articles from “Russia Today” and 2400 from “Meduza”.
For deceptive news dataset, we used fact-checking “StopFake”. StopFake is
a Ukrainian organisation that claims “Struggle against fake information about
Ukraine”. The majority of fake news that they debunk is taken from Russian
5 http://docs.deeppavlov.ai/en/master/intro/quick_start.html
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media. However, some of scholars claim [9] that StopFake are biased in their ap-
proach. Taking this concern into consideration, we carefully selected 70 examples
of disinformation that StopFake have debunked during the period from 1st Janu-
ary 2019 to 16th of April, 2019 (for which we see no controversial comments in
other sources).
4 Baseline and Metrics
Firstly, we implemented a vectoriser of words TﬁdfVectorizer from Scikit-learn
library for machine learning. This function transforms a matrix to a normalised
TF-IDF representation of words. The reason why we did this was because we
wanted to use classiﬁcation models as a baseline. In order to use relatively simple
classiﬁcation models, we needed to convert our words frequencies into a Boolean
matrix: ‘1’ means the word exist in a document and ‘0’ means it does not. Hence,
we will have a matrix, in which in columns are documents and in rows all words
used in the texts.
After representing our data into vectors, we can implement classiﬁcation
algorithms to create a baseline for our model, having 80%/20% train/test split.
Cross-entropy loss function was weighted in order to balance classes.
We tried to use linear classiﬁcation models like LogisticRegression, SGDClas-
siﬁer, StratiﬁedKFold and Boost Gradient Machine. However, the results of the
most of the models were not suﬃcient and provide low quality. The only classiﬁer
that we used that had some results is Boost Gradient Machine.
We used metrics like precision, recall and accuracy. In our opinion, for this
task recall is more important than other metrics. We think so due to it is better
to label a true news as false and then debunk it, rather than miss it and never
be able to check it. The balance between precision and recall may be adopted to
speciﬁc domain or purpose of use, however, the current results provide prelim-
inary concept of applicability of suggested method, so we left this question for
the future work.
5 Results
The recall of our model is 0.814, whereas baseline score is 0.185. We ﬁnd this is
promising result, thus we are planning to improve it in further studies.
As for the results, we obtained several ﬁndings. First, we built a dataset for
truthful and false news. In total, we have 70 fake news and 6391 truthful news.
Second, we built a baseline for our model, which is Boost Gradient Machine
classiﬁer. Finally, we have the results for our model presented in Table 1. The
precision metrics are quite low, and high accuracy metrics does not provide
meaningful results because of highly unbalanced classes in our case. Recall of
our method was quite good, however it does not provide promising results due
to lack of good data for the task and no semantic features were considered in
the model.
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Table 1. Results of experiments
Model Recall Precision Accuracy
LogisticRegression < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01
StratiﬁedKFold < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01
SGDClassiﬁer < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01
XGBoost 0.18 0.22 0.98
Our method 0.81 0.1 0.72
We could retrieve the most frequent words that are used in false news. They
are related to Russian-Ukrainian conﬂict.
The words are: [‘украина’, ‘переселенец’, ‘донбасс’, ‘лнр’ ,‘всу’, ‘марочко’,
‘украинский’, ‘язык’, ‘бригада’, ‘гривна’, ‘военнослужащий’, ‘милиция’, ‘крымчанин’,
‘подполковник’, ‘безвизовый’, ‘новотошковский’, ‘киев’, ‘керченский’, ‘учение’,
‘пункт’, ‘петра’, ‘батальон’, ‘штурмовой’, ‘эскалация’, ‘чёрный’, ‘мотороллер’,
‘акватория’, ‘море’, ‘ред’, ‘пролив’, ‘киевский’, ‘пьяный’, ‘горный’]
6 Limitations
First, this work is detecting prominent fake news. Therefore, if disinformation
or misinformation were not prominent, the model would not ﬁnd it. In that
case manual fact-checking is required. Second, if the prominent news would be
posted by a reliable source, the accuracy of the model will drop. Taking this into
consideration, we will build a non-binary model in future.
The dataset of disinformation is really small. The reason for this is that the
proportion of false news always be much smaller comparing to truthful news. If
the deceptive information has been implemented within a text, for example, as
a description of some detail, then it will not be selected as disinformation.
Although, TF-IDF applicability as a method is questionable, because it is
invariant to semantic perturbations with “negative” statements and clausal sen-
tence structure.As was mentioned by a reviewer, TF-IDF may work because
usually fake news are not posted on “ﬁctional” events with “negative” formula-
tions. It is also quite easy to fool the algorithm based on TF-IDF if fake news
publisher knows the principle behind the algorithm.
7 Future Work
Moving forward, we would strive to score sources dynamically. Initially, the cred-
ibility score would be given manually. Then, the sources would be compared by
each other to calibrate the credibility score. The credibility percentage will vary
on how many fake news were produced by a media organisation. This would be
a dynamic and semi-automated process. We plan to improve our model and to
add new features for extracting information from news article. We also want to
look into whether someone has used satirical articles as a reliable source. There
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have been cases when articles from the satirical website Panorama [11] were used
by some popular bloggers.
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